
Day 1: Arrival 

Transfer from Imam Khomeini airport to the hotel, go to hotel, time at leisure 

Accommodation: hotel in Tehran 

Day 2:  

Breakfast, visit the city of Tehran, visit Golestan Palace, visit ancient bazaar of Tehran, 
lunch, visit the jewelry museum, go toward railway station and go toward Gorgan 

Accommodation: On the way in train 

Day 3:  

We will arrive Gorgan early at morning, then we will continue to Tamer-e Qarah Quzi 
village (142 km – 2:15 hour), have local breakfast then take a short rest and go toward 
Horse stables for knowing horseback riding steps, Introductory horseback riding through 
forest, have delightful lunch in nature then continue horseback riding and going toward 
Turkmen tribes, eat dinner with local music 

Accommodation: Turkmen tribes 

Day 4: 

After local breakfast we ride a horse till arriving Khaled Nabi, we have some stops on 
the way for resting, lunch, continue horseback riding till arriving campsite, time at leisure 

Accommodation: Camping 

Day 5:  

Breakfast then horseback riding toward Khaled Nabi through amazing hills and visit 
Khaled Nabi cemetery, picnic lunch then on the way back visit Gachi Su village and go 
to the residence and rest. 

Accommodation: Turkmen tribes 

Day 6: 

After breakfast we will drive toward Gonbad (83 km – 1:45 hour), visit Gonbad-e Qabus 
tower then continue our rout toward Sasang village (53 km – 1 hour), when we arrive to 
Sasang we will go to our accommodation and have lunch and take a short break, 
slight walking toward Sasang waterfall then back to the accommodation and rest. 

Accommodation: Local house in Sasang 

Day 7: 

Local breakfast then we will walk through Sasang forest and take wonderful pictures, 
continue toward Khan Bebin and visit Shir Abad waterfall, after that drive toward 
Gorgan, on the way stop for visiting Kabodwall waterfall, lunch till arrive to Gorgan and 
go to the hotel 



Accommodation: Hotel in Gorgan 

Day 8: 

Breakfast then go toward Abbas Abad complex one of the Iranian garden which is 
World Heritage Sites and visit all part of the monuments (the palace, lake, bath) then 
have lunch and continue toward Tehran (340 km – 5 hour), arrive Tehran go to the hotel 
and take a break till departure time and going to Imam Khomeini airport. 

Accommodation: Hotel in Tehran 

Hope to enjoy 
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